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A couple of years ago I published a paper outing the ACLU as a crypto-fascist organization owned by
the Phoenicians since the beginning.  We see more evidence of that today, since they are now suing
Nye County in Nevada for handcounting midterms votes.  So the ACLU has been bought out by
Dominion, and is acting as their attack dog this month.  

This means the ACLU is finished.  They have crossed over to the dark side and done it in the daylight,
right before everyone's eyes.  There can no longer be any question who owns them.   

The ACLU is “requesting clarity about how it will work”.  Apparently these geniuses at the ACLU like
Athar Haseebullah (above) don't know how handcounts work.  So I will tell him: you put the ballot in
your hand and count it like this: one, two, three.  It is kind of like counting money at the bank.  Tellers
still do that, you know, without getting sued because the process is too complex to understand.  When
they get to a hundred, they may band the stack and mark it as 100, so that when making a total or
rechecking they can just count stacks.  You see how that works?  In a recount or any other audit, you
then have real ballots in real stacks you can check, instead of just numbers in a computer that can be
changed remotely by bad guys (hacks).  This is how votes were counted for all of human history, up
until a few years ago.  There are also simple non-computer machines that can be used to tabulate votes,
like the simple machines they use to count bills at the bank.  It isn't rocket science.

Despite that, Haseebullah claims no county has ever handcounted 30,000 ballots.  Really?  No county
in history has ever counted that high?  Disregarding all the votes counted before the rise of computers, I
seem to remember several Florida counties handcounting tens of thousands of votes in the 2000
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recounts.  Bush/Gore, remember?  Hanging chads?

Both the district court and the Nevada Supreme Court told the ACLU to go soak their heads, with the
Supreme Court simply saying Nye needed to follow the laws on handcounts.  You don't say?  That's
news.  

Despite that, the ACLU spokespeople are flipping the truth, claiming Nye County chose to do this due
to “conspiracy theories”.  Really?  Not trusting voting machines is a conspiracy theory?  Despite the
fact that many computer experts have testified these voting machines are easily hackable by a 10-year-
old?  Despite the fact that many voting machines were found to be hooked up to the internet while they
were being used in elections?  Despite the fact these machines have been caught red-handed flipping
votes or jettisoning votes? See this from just five days ago.  My last vote for President was jettisoned
by the machine while I watched.  It just disappeared, I guess because it wasn't for the right person.  It
disappeared from the screen and the vote counter did not advance.  The precinct person couldn't have
cared less.  It was some old lady who probably didn't know how to plug in a computer.  There was no
way to file a complaint since I had no visual proof of anything.  No paper record was made by these
machines, and even if there had been, no record would have been made in my case, since the vote just
evaporated, along with any count of it.  

Haseebullah is a former litigator for the city of New York, so what is he doing in Nevada, interfering
with their elections?  He is a Pakistani/American who has previously stoked race wars, see his official
statement on the Kyle Rittenhouse faked event.   See here on why and how the Rittenhouse event was
faked.  There you will be reminded that Gaige Grosskreutz testified on the stand at Rittenhouse's trial
that he was an observer for the ACLU.  He was also, I remind you, carrying a concealed gun without a
permit.  He had his phone seized by police but they did not check it.  The police did not record their
conversations with him, indicating he was a protected asset, probably CIA.  He is a member of the
People's Revolution, again probably a CIA-front.   With that in mind, you can return to Haseebullah's
statement on the Rittenhouse verdict, which the lawyers at the ACLU didn't like.  Ignoring the entire
trial and its outcome, Haseebullah and possibly the other (unnamed) authors of this statement just make
up their own version of events.  

Today, we should all be honest in recognizing the impact that violence in defense of white
supremacy has had on our Black and Brown communities. This violence has been endorsed by
policing and criminal legal systems throughout the country and these systems have been
exposed as unjust and unequal almost without fail.
  
In Kenosha, police encouraged white militia members to become armed vigilantes in the
street, used violence against protesters, and drove protesters towards deadly militia groups.
Kyle Rittenhouse traveled across state lines, killed others, and was treated warmly by police
and was thereafter treated like a son by the judge during his homicide trial. 
 
In Kenosha, we now know that none of that happened, since it was all provocateured by government
agents, to create racial unrest and divert eyes off other bigger things going on now (vaccines, shredding
the Constitution, rape of the treasury).   Rittenhouse was an agent just as much as these bozos at the
ACLU. That also applies to the George Floyd event and many others, which were likewise staged for
the same reason.  Also see my paper on Derek Chauvin.  In that paper, I remind you in point 19 that,
like Haseebullah, the State Attorney General of Minnesota Keith Ellison who got involved in the Floyd
trial was also Muslim.  Ellison has a background in Nation of Islam, but was caught hiding it. Nation
of Islam is yet another CIA front.  This may tell us where Haseebullah comes from.  
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I remind you that George Floyd's autopsy was done by the same guy that did Jeffrey Epstein's.  Any
questions?  

So this is who we are dealing with.  Never ever give the ACLU money or listen to them.  They are paid
liars and professional scumbags.  And that includes all these assholes as well:

I guess they took Amber Heard off that lead list—her cachet ain't what it used to be.  So we can replace
her with any of these:  Obama, Emma Stone, Joe Walsh, Melissa Etheridge, Miguel, Richard Branson,
etc.
 
I remind you my problem isn't that the ACLU or Hollywood is too liberal. They aren't liberal at all and
never were.  My problem is they are cloaked fascists.  Pushing vaccines, promoting race wars, and
running interference for Dominion are not liberal.   So these people are not only selling Project Chaos,
they have coopted and destroyed the left on purpose.  They are the children of the obscenely rich, and
were therefore born far far right.  They are only pretending to be liberals.  And the pretense is now both
transparent and absurd, since the things they are now pushing are just tyranny with a smiley face.  
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